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I. INTRODUCTION
Several experimental studies have demonstrated that ozone formed by gas phase recombination reaction of oxygen atom (O) and molecule (O 2 ) is unusually enriched in heavy isotopes 17 O and 18 O compared to the initial oxygen reservoir. 36 A similar effect has been found in natural ozone formed in troposphere or stratosphere. 25 In the following we use the standard delta notation to express heavy isotope ratios of a sample in per mil (‰):
where x = 17 or 18; the subscript "spl" refers to an oxygen sample and "ref" to an oxygen standard providing a reference ratio. If the reference oxygen gas constitutes the reservoir from which ozone is made the δ-values would also indicate enrichment/depletion. This was the case in the present experimental work. Naturally, the composition of the starting gas was also used as the reference in the chemical model discussed later. Experimentally, the δ 17 O or δ 18 O values of ozone formed in gas phase reactions could be as high as 150‰. It was noted by Morton et al. 32 that δ-values increase with temperature and decrease with pressure in the reservoir. In addition, the ozone formed by discharge or oxygen photola) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
skbhatta1@gmail.com.
ysis has a second unusual feature. The enrichments in 17 O and 18 O do not obey the usual mass dependence (MD) relation (Miller 29 ): 1000 * ln(1 + δ 17 O/1000) = 0.52 * 1000 * ln(1 + δ 18 O/1000). In the present paper, we shall use this relation in its simple linearized form: δ 17 O = 0.52 * δ 18 O because the error introduced by the linearization is small compared to the dispersion in our experimental data and the smoothing error. Thiemens and Heidenreich 36 found that instead of a MD relation, the δ 17 O of ozone is nearly equal to its δ 18 O. This is indicative of an unusual mass independent fractionation and its magnitude is expressed by 17 O-excess or isotopic anomaly defined as: 17 O = δ 17 O − 0.52 * δ 18 O which expresses the deviation of δ 17 O from its expected value based on the MD law. These two features, namely the heavy isotopic enrichment and isotopic anomaly (as defined above) correlate with each other and were explained by a semi-empirical model proposed by Hathorn and Marcus 12, 13 and Gao and Marcus 9 denoted hereafter as HGM model.
There is a third subtle aspect in the isotopic enrichment concerning positional δ-values. Ozone being a triangular open molecule (with apex angle of about 116
• ) the heavy isotopic species can have 17 O or 18 O located in the apex position (forming a symmetric molecule) or in one of the two base positions (forming an asymmetric molecule). Here we neglect species with two or more heavy isotopes in a single molecule since their abundance is small when formed from natural oxygen. Therefore, in addition to the bulk enrichment, one can consider enrichment of the two individual isotopomers of ozone, one pair for each of the two heavy isotopes. For example, in case of 18 O-species, abundance of 16 18 O in the triangular configuration assuming equal probability of placement. However, it was shown by Janssen 16 based on compilation of earlier diode laser and mass-spectroscopic data of ozone isotopologues, 17, 37, 38 that this ratio is not 2.00 but changes from 1.99 to 2.14 in consort with the enrichment in 18 O (bulk) varying from 47‰ to 156‰. The enrichment in this case is defined relative to the expected isotope ratio if the distribution is statistical and, as mentioned above, comprises non-fractionating arrangement of the atomic oxygen pool. That is, if the isotope ratio in the oxygen reservoir is g = 18 16 made it clear that the two ozone species are not only enriched individually but also the enrichment in asymmetric species is higher when the bulk enrichment is more than 60‰ and lower when the bulk enrichment is less. It seems that the heavy isotope content (say 18 O/ 16 O) gets distributed among the asymmetric and symmetric types in a varying fashion. Since transfer of heavy isotopes from ozone to other atmospheric species (such as various NO x species or nitrate) takes place during oxidation by ozone the site specific distribution of heavy isotopes in ozone molecule must be known to understand and model this transfer. Such information is also useful to infer changes in oxidation chemistry in the modern atmosphere 26, 28, 31 or in ancient atmosphere through ice core nitrate as a proxy. 1, 21 The internal isotopic distribution in ozone has been studied in more detail by Bhattacharya et al. 7 who used a simple oxidation reaction where only one of the base atoms of ozone participates. By analyzing the reactants and products of the reaction, namely, the initial ozone (O 3 ) and the left-over O 2 they deduced the isotopomer ratios of asymmetric and symmetric heavy ozone species. Subsequently, similar studies have been carried out using three other reaction schemes, 5, 27, 34 all yielding equivalent information. The present paper is a re-analysis of all these data which points to a new feature in the internal isotope distribution of ozone.
The paper is arranged as follows. We first give an overview of the earlier studies on ozone and describe our experiments briefly. Then we discuss the Hathorn-Gao-Marcus (HGM) model prediction in relation to the internal isotopic anomaly. Next, we give a summary of the results obtained in our four earlier experiments and show that there is a deviation from the model prediction. A Chemical kinetic simulation is carried out next to derive rate constant ratios as function of pressure which would reproduce the observed data. Possible explanation of the deviation is then given in terms of dynamics of ozone formation and a speculation.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE EARLIER STUDIES ON THE INTERNAL ISOTOPE ANOMALY OF OZONE
In a pioneering effort, Janssen and Tuzson 17 and Tuzson and Janssen 38 carried out TDLAS measurement to decipher internal distribution of heavy isotopes in ozone. Tuzson 37 also estimated the relative rate coefficient for both 18 O and 17 O species using the same technique. However, his result on symmetric 18 O species did not agree with the compilation of Janssen 16 presumably due to large uncertainty in the line strengths. Nevertheless, his studies could estimate site specific enrichments in an adopted relative scale. In our work we adopted a different strategy. It is known that in the ground state the three atoms of ozone are located in three potential energy wells. 4 The two base atoms are equivalent in the strength of their single bond with the apex atom which is less than that of the double bond of the apex atom with the two base atoms. It is therefore expected that in any chemical reaction involving ozone the base atoms would take part with higher probability. We assumed this probability to be 100% for certain specific reactions. For example, it was shown to be true by model calculations in case of reaction of ozone with nitrite ions in aqueous phase. 23 
where δ(as) and δ(s) express the two positional enrichments and ε is a kinetic fractionation constant in the above reaction.
Since ε is not known a priori we cannot determine δ(as) and δ(s). It is possible that one can estimate ε in certain cases and get around this problem. However, if we are not interested in the individual positional enrichments in 17 O or 18 O but only in the magnitude of mass independence 17 O (as defined before) we can eliminate ε in some cases. For example, in most cases of oxidizing reaction we expect the fractionation ε to obey a mass dependent relation. This is implicitly assumed in several recent studies involving chemical kinetic modelling. 7, 33 It is also proved specifically for oxidation of silver and copper. Oxidation of silver metal by mass dependently fractionated ozone (formed by electrolysis) was studied by Bhattacharya et al. 6 who found that the product silver oxide was depleted relative to the bulk ozone by 4.2‰ in 17 O and by 8.3‰ in 18 O on average giving a fractionation factor ratio of 0.51. We have recently conducted measurement of the kinetic fractionation associated with the reaction of oxygen with hot (270
• C) copper and found that the product copper oxide is depleted in heavy isotopes relative to the oxygen. Treating the oxidation as a Rayleigh process the two isotopic fractionations (ε 17 and ε 18 ) are found to be related by ε 17 = 0.515 * ε 18 . Based on these studies we can assume that for the reactions under consideration in the present work: ε 17 = 0.52 * ε 18 . Therefore, in terms of 17 O Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) can be written as (using silver-ozone reaction case as example):
Using these equations we can obtain robust information on 17 O values of the two types (symmetric and asymmetric) of ozone.
III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
As mentioned, we carried out four experiments in three laboratories (Physical Research Laboratory, India; Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Géophysique de l'Environnement, France; and Purdue University, USA) and presented the data in four publications: Bhattacharya et al., 7 Savarino et al., 34 Michalski and Bhattacharya, 27 and Berhanu et al. 5 All these experiments deal with reactions of the type O 3 + A → O 2 + OA where A represents the following components: Silver metal foil, NO (Gas), NO 2 − (aqueous phase ionic species), and NO 2 (Gas phase). In these studies a diverse range of ozone samples with variable enrichments were obtained by suitable combination of pressure and temperature of the discharge/photolysis chamber. For details of the four experiments and the analyses of the results obtained the original papers should be referred but for clarity the salient points of the experiments are described below.
In brief, the initial oxygen pressure was varied from about 8 Torr to 100 Torr and the temperature from −196
• C to about 90
• C. 34 This variation allowed us to obtain ozone enrichments from 10‰ to 120‰ (δ 18 O). We believe that the internal isotope distribution correlate with the bulk enrichment and it does not matter what temperature-pressure condition is used to make ozone with a certain bulk enrichment. For example, in the study of Bhattacharya et al. 7 ozone formed by photolysis and discharge (using different P, T conditions) lead to similar internal isotopic distribution. It is to be noted that in case of discharge the temperature and pressure are both illdefined as discharge is an out of equilibrium situation. In this case T and P mean the values measured when the discharge is temporarily turned off. We should mention here that in all these four experiments the chamber used for making ozone had small surface to volume ratio to minimize the effect of surface formation of ozone. This precaution was necessary because Janssen and Tuzson 18 have shown that ozone formed on glass surface by discharge at low pressures can have both mass independent and mass dependent component depending on the pressure and vessel size. Similarly, ozone formed by electrolysis on platinum surface follows pure mass dependent fractionation in both apex and base positions. 6 Therefore, a contribution from surface formed ozone may influence the site specific isotope distribution and would not allow a precise comparison of the experimental results with the gas phase model.
In all cases, the produced ozone was collected by liquid nitrogen cooled trap. This was split into a small aliquot for determining the bulk initial composition (after converting ozone to O 2 ) and a larger fraction to react with (1) silver foil, (2) NO in gas phase, (3) NO 2 − ionic species in liquid phase, and (4) NO 2 in gas phase, respectively. The product oxygen gas (or in case of silver foil experiment the oxygen released from Ag 2 O by heating) was collected and analyzed. From these two sets of δ 17 In the present work we pool up information from these four experiments in terms of 17 O of initial bulk ozone and that of the produced O 2 gas (or the product OA in case of silver metal) and analyze them in the light of prediction based on the HGM model.
IV. THE HATHORN-GAO-MARCUS (HGM) MODEL PREDICTION
The Hathorn-Gao-Marcus (HGM) model papers 8-10, 12, 13 propose a semi-empirical scheme to calculate the anomalous isotopic enrichment in ozone based on the idea that asymmetric isotopomers of ozone (such as 16 compared to the symmetric molecules, which implies a longer life-time for the asymmetric complexes resulting in a higher rate of stabilization for them. 9 It follows that as long as symmetry is considered to be the principal driving mechanism, the isotopic anomaly (expressed by the parameter 17 O) in ozone would be exclusively associated with asymmetric molecules. This means that 17 O(s) is zero. In other word, the apex atom only dilutes the total anomaly. The anomaly in the asymmetric TABLE II. Isotopic data of ozone and product oxygen used for determining asymmetric (XXZ type) and symmetric (XZX type) ozone anomaly expressed in ‰ relative to the starting oxygen composition based on NO + O 3 reaction. The probability of central atom reaction is denoted by p (see text for details). 
We call this simply as 1.5 rule for further discussion. As mentioned before, the δ-values are expressed relative to the corresponding symmetric or asymmetric entities assuming that they form by a non-fractionating statistical distribution of the 16 O) using the HGM model. The isotopic composition of ozone has negative pressure dependence. The pressure dependence is weak at pressures less than 100 mbar but becomes significant at a higher pressure. For example, δ 50 O 3 decreases by ∼30‰ at pressures from ∼100 to 1000 mbar. The pressure dependent calculation of each isotope-variant rate coefficient was done by parameterizing them following the semi-analytic approach given in Gao and Marcus 8 and further outlined in Liang et al. 22 We fit the fractionation factor ε of each rate coefficient at a given temperature by
where P is the pressure of interest and P 1/2 is the pressure at which ε takes one-half of the value of its low-pressure limit ε 0 . Both P 1/2 and ε 0 are isotope-variant and temperaturedependent. The values of the latter are presented by Liang et al. 22 The functional dependence of P 1/2 is rather complicated but was derived by fitting experimental enrichment 11 values. For example, the effective P 10 Regarding the T-dependence the important point to note is that the η parameter and E are taken to be the same as those suggested by Gao and Marcus; 9 that is η = 1.13 at 140 K and 1.18 at 300 K and linear interpolation was used between these two temperatures. E is assumed to be 260 cm −1 (constant). The η values are taken to be the same for two heavy symmetrical species: 16 calculations based on their model (albeit over a limited range) we expect the 1.5 rule to be valid.
V. HGM MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA (WITH SOME CAVEATS)
For the reaction schemes discussed in Sec. II where O 2 is produced by oxidative removal of one base atom we get,
And for silver-ozone reaction case if oxygen in silver oxide itself is analyzed by heating the Ag 2 O and getting the oxygen out, we have (as given before and rewritten here):
This allows us to test the prediction of the HGM model since we can determine 17 O(bulk) to check if a slope value of 1.5 is obtained. For clarity we should mention that although the four experiments were formally similar, each had its own characteristic. For silver-ozone reaction experiment we found it proper to use the resultant silver oxide rather than the oxygen. The silver oxide was heated to release all of its oxygen leaving clean silver foil back at its original state. The reason for using Ag 2 O is in this case only a small part of ozone took part in reaction whereas the rest was catalytically decomposed thus contaminating the oxygen fraction produced by the reaction. For NO-Ozone reaction our analysis showed that the central atom possibly took part in about 8% of cases (central atom reaction probability p = 0.082) which needed to be accounted for. For this one had to use an empirical relationship connecting the asymmetric ozone enrichment to the bulk one which was based on the earlier published silver-ozone reaction data. The details of how it was done are explained in Savarino et al. 34 In this context, it is to be noted that if we assume a relationship between 17 O(as) versus 17 O(bulk) we can obtain p, the probability of central atom reaction. On the other hand, if we assume p = 0 we can obtain the required relationship.
In the absence of any other experimental input (such as, for example, spectroscopic data) this ambiguity is unavoidable. We present both cases (p = 0 and p = 0.082) for the NOozone reaction in Table II . It is seen that as p increases from 0 to 0.082 the 17 O(as) increases by 2‰-5‰ and correspondingly 17 O(s) decreases by 4‰-10‰. For NO 2 − + ozone (in aqueous phase), we are on a firm ground to assume p = 0 based on the independent study by Liu et al. 23 mentioned before. For NO 2 gas ozone oxidation we assume again that the reaction is due to the base atoms alone without any contribution from the apex atom. Notwithstanding these caveats all four experiments can be used to determine the asymmetric and symmetric position anomaly. We should mention here that under the assumption of p = 0 all four different experiments involving solid, liquid and gas phase reactants yield very similar relationship between 17 O(as) and 17 O(bulk) which provides an indirect support for the assumption that p is close to zero.
VI. DEVIATION FROM THE HGM MODEL PREDICTION
The basic data for the four experiments are summarized in the Figure 2 for the combined data set pertaining to ozone-silver, ozone-NO, ozone-NO 2 (gas) reaction data and the best fit line (with 1σ error) is given by: 17 O value some uncertainty will be introduced by the spread of the data points. The absolute deviations of the data points from the fitted line range from 0.2‰ to 15.8‰ (with only 15 points deviating more than 10‰). The mean absolute deviation is 5.6‰ and this value can be taken to be the uncertainty of the The isotopes in these three experiments were analyzed using the same calibration and hence can be combined for deriving a common correlation line. 17 O is composed of the asymmetric and symmetric 17 O values this would imply opposite behavior for the symmetric position. Though the deviation is not large (of the order of 5‰ at the two end points) it is significantly different from the "global" prediction of the HGM model, which should be valid over the whole range. The 1.5 rule arises out of a robust and simple consideration of symmetry, namely, the isotopic anomaly is entirely due to the effect of symmetry on the stabilization efficiency of the collision complex towards formation of the ozone molecule and this difference in formation efficiency is independent of the heavy isotopic species (i.e., 17 O or 18 O). In terms of the η-parameter (the empirical number by which the state density of the symmetric transition complexes is reduced relative to the asymmetric ones) its value is taken to be the same for 17 O and 18 O species as emphasized by Marcus in his re- cent review: 24 "This property of a reduced number of coupling elements for symmetric systems is the same for all symmetrical isotopomers regardless of isotopic masses, since all have the same common symmetry property." A clue to what could be the reason for the deviation can be found in a statement by Schinke et al. 35 that "the HGM model is valid for a strictly statistical ozone molecule but the apparently weak coupling between the three intramolecular modes imply that most of the wave functions in the vicinity of the dissociation threshold do not show the behavior typical for an irregular system." We believe that our data provides evidence of a small but true departure from the irregular behavior of the ozone transition complex assumed in the HGM model for the P and T ranges under consideration. This is further explored in Secs. VIII and IX.
VII. CHEMICAL KINETICS SIMULATION AND CHANGES IN RATE CONSTANT RATIOS WITH P AND T

A. Model simulation
To understand the implications of the experimental data we need to investigate the kinetics of ozone formation based on an analysis of the chemical reactions occurring in the discharge chamber using a chemical kinetic simulator involving oxygen and ozone isotopomers. Even though the chemistry in a discharge chamber is quite complex due to the presence of a variety of excited species and their reactions, a simple scheme of reactions should be applicable for simulating the isotopic composition of ozone. This is because the ozone formation in a Tesla discharge has been shown to be dominated by neutral O-atoms and O 2 molecules in their ground state. 19 In addition, the ozone experiments by Bhattacharya et al. 7 demonstrated that photolysis and discharge experiments lead to similar internal isotopic distribution. In their study, the UV photolysis of oxygen was done by varying pressure whereas the Tesla discharge was done by varying both pressure (P) and temperature (T). The internal distributions at the same enrichment level produced by the two processes were compared and found to be similar (see also Ref. 16 ).
We used a program named Kintecus (courtesy Ianni 14 and accessed from www.kintecus.com) and modified it slightly to calculate the concentrations of four heavy isotopologues of ozone formed by reactions of O-atoms and O 2 molecules. We considered a total of 23 reactions (Table V) (9), and set 4: O 3 dissociation (7). The last set is introduced to obtain a steady state in the ozone isotopologue composition and is expected to occur by the same discharge, which causes dissociation of O 2 . We consider only the most abundant heavy isotopic species (having only one heavy isotope) for the reactions disregarding doubly substituted species. This causes some minor problem in obtaining TABLE V. List of reactions along with the rate constants used in the Kintecus model for simulation of ozone production by discharge of oxygen. The choice of the rate constants is discussed in the text (see Secs. VII A-VII F). A factor of 0.5 is introduced when there are two channels for the same reactants. Units for the rate constants are: for dissociation (k1 and k4) s −1 ; for two-body and three-body reactions (k2 and k3) cm 3 s −1 and cm 6 s −1 , respectively. A, B, C, and D are the rate constant ratios to be found by fitting the δ-values of ozone and the corresponding isotope anomaly, 17 consistency in the isotope ratios in atomic species and molecular species but the mismatch is smaller than fraction of 1‰ and is neglected. The mismatch is even less for the isotope anomaly.
B. Choice of rate constants of the reactions
The Kintecus program requires as input the rates of the above 23 reactions along with the concentration of the reactants (namely 16 
C. Fractionation in ozone dissociation
During ozone dissociation, the rates of formation of 16 33 We also use a factor of 0.5 for rate constants when there are two product reaction channels. We assume that in ozone dissociation the central atom cannot be removed due to high barrier.
35
D. Exchange reactions
For the isotope exchange reaction between 18 
E. Ozone formation reactions
The rates of the nine ozone formation reactions (Table V) comprise the crucial part in the calculations and are not available for all P and T ranges corresponding to the range of δ 18 O values considered here. However, several earlier experimental data corresponding to various channels of ozone formation by Janssen et al. 15 can be used as a guide. They obtained rate constant ratios for the four 18 O-containing ozone channels (relative to the major channel 16 Table V ) that these values correspond to an enrichment of δ 18 O = 128.5‰ (corresponding to a pressure of 267 mbar). Bhattacharya et al. 7 used this information to derive the rate constant ratios for the four 17 O-containing ozone channels (see Appendix B of their paper). In the present study, we consider these values as the starting point for choosing the rate constant ratios at other P and T regimes.
The 3 and rates of other channels are expressed as factors of this rate (called rate constant ratios). We assume that the major part of the variation in ozone isotopic ratios arises due to variation in the rates in two channels of 16 O channels. Therefore, we have to determine only the rates of "light atom-heavy O 2 " reactions (total of four reactions) for a range of ozone δ-values (corresponding to different P and T) for use in the model and these are discussed below.
F. Choice of rate constants for four "light atom-heavy O 2 " reactions
The rate constant ratios for these four reactions must be chosen such that they reproduce the observed isotope ratios in the model predictions for various P and T conditions. In particular, our aim is to derive the above four rate constant ratios for simulating different δ-values corresponding to two hypotheses: (1) (Figure 4) . The rate constant ratios were obtained by fitting a range of δ 18 O and δ 17 O values (bulk, symmetric and asymmetric) which obey these two lines. We note that for the same bulk δ-value one can have different δ(as) and δ(s) corresponding to the above two cases. The bulk δ-values for which the fit is to be made are first chosen as explained below.
It was mentioned before that in all our experiments we measured the δ 18 O, δ 17 O, and 17 O values of the initial ozone. A range of such values were obtained by changing both T and P. Unfortunately, the T could not be precisely monitored in our experiments. Therefore, as a starting point of δ-selection we took the enrichment versus pressure variation data summarized by Mauersberger et al. 25 for pressures ranging from 10 mbar to 12 000 mbar. Our assumption is that irrespective of the way ozone is made the internal distribution would be the same for the same enrichment. We first fitted two smooth curves (one each for 17 O and 18 O) through the data points and then chose numerical δ-values from these two curves. Nine corresponding pairs of bulk δ 17 O, δ 18 O values (ranging in δ 18 O from 24‰ to 128‰ over a pressure range from 12 000 to 50 mbar, respectively) were chosen (Table VI) 16 O for bulk, asymmetric, and symmetric species from the corresponding number of molecules. Dividing them by the ratios in the starting oxygen one can obtain the delta (enrichment) values by standard procedure (see Eq. (1); the procedure is also explained in detail in Ref. 28) . Starting from the rates mentioned before we varied the rates by trial and error method to fit the values of δ 18 (Table VI ). The differences in the rate constants (∼0.03) between the two cases are not large; they are of the order of 2% and are just marginally greater than the uncertainty in the rate constants (1%) estimated in Sec. VII G. However, since the δ-values are high ∼2% difference in the rate constants lead to measurable difference in the δ-values and especially the pattern over the whole range (given by the linear regression) of δ-values change significantly. We believe that the rates given in the rows of "Present Work" in Table VI represent accurately the enrichment in ozone formation over the range 24‰-130‰.
G. Estimation of uncertainty in the rate constant ratios
For ease in discussion symbols A, B, C, and D (Table VI) are used to refer to the rate constant ratios relative to 16 When using the Kintecus model the rate constant ratios of these four ozone formation channels at various pressures are inferred based on trial and error method and are subject to some uncertainty. The initial choice is based on fitting literature data on pressure variation of bulk δ-values during ozone formation. These values are then slightly modified to fit the site specific data obtained in the present experiment (Table VI) .
The pressure (for pure oxygen gas) variation data as available in Mauersberger et al. 25 has large scatter not only due to experimental limitations but also due to the fact that it combines data from various methods and sources. The high pressure region is especially different from the prediction based on hindered rotor (see Figure 8 in Gao and Marcus 10 ) unlike the low pressure region. As mentioned before, to obtain a consistent set of pressure variation data in digital form that can be used as input to the Kintecus program we fitted a smooth curve through the points and read out the δ-values at each of the nine pressures (50, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1300, 2400. 5500, and 12 000 mbar). Based on the smoothing error and the dispersion associated with the data points we estimate that each of the ozone δ-values should have an uncertainty of about ±5‰. Since we are using these δ-values to derive the coefficients A, B, C, and D values they should also have corresponding uncertainties in them. To determine these uncertainties we used the Kintecus program itself and varied the values of A, B, C, and D to match the higher and lower limit of ozone δ-values in each case. A reasonable estimate of the total error in each can then be obtained by using half of the difference between the corresponding higher and lower values of the coefficients. (Table VI) . For comparison, the difference between the A values corresponding to 50 and 12 000 mbar is: 1.460 -1.184 = 0.276. So the uncertainty in the A value in this case is of the order of 10% of the total variation between the low pressure limit and the high pressure limit. The calculations also show that 0.015 uncertainty applies reasonably well for each of the rate constant ratios in Table VI .
VIII. DYNAMICS AS THE ORIGIN OF THE DEVIATION FROM THE 1.5 RULE
The rate constant ratios change in going from the fit for HGM model to the fit for Present work. For example, for forming 16 16 O type ozone and the C + D remain constant at 2.383. It is clear that the isotope enrichment at the asymmetric position decreases and that in the symmetric position increases by exactly a proportional amount which is expected since the bulk enrichment has to remain constant. The same applies for isotope anomaly. The anomaly in asymmetric position decreases and that in the symmetric position increases to compensate for the decrease. The reverse is true when we consider lower enrichment (less than 24‰). These results show how the rate constants (calculated based on the Kintecus model) change when one takes experimental relation between site specific anomalies in to account. The change is small (∼2%) but is the first clear demonstration of a departure from a pure statistical model of ozone formation.
The reason why symmetric molecules acquire anomaly contrary to the expectation from HGM model can be explored when we consider ozone formation reaction in association with isotope exchange reaction, symbolically written as:
[XYZ] * denotes the metastable state of the complex formed by edge-wise collision of X with molecule YZ. Janssen et al. 15 showed that the rate of stabilization of [XYZ] * to form a molecule XYZ depends on the Zero Point Energy (ZPE) difference of oxygen molecules in the entrance and exit channels, i.e., ZPE = ZPE(XY) − ZPE(YZ). If ZPE is positive (the reaction being endothermic) the rate is higher and vice versa. This was interpreted as a consequence of an increase in the life time of the metastable state when ZPE is positive. The rate constant ratio of asymmetric molecule formation was found to correlate with ZPE (in cm −1 ) according to a simple linear correlation: k = 0.013 * ZPE + 1.2. However, the fit of the ZPE and the rate constant ratios was not perfect and several points were below the above line (see Figure 1 in O the rate observed was much lower (by about 10 to 20% for edge-on collision only); according to the formula given above the ratios should be close to 1.20 (as ZPE = 0 for them) but the actual ratios were close to 1.0. This prompted Schinke et al. 35 to comment: "if the linear relationship between the rate coefficients for the non-symmetric molecules and ZPE has a sound physical basis, the reason for the different behaviors of the symmetric and asymmetric molecules has to be identified."
To develop the connection between ZPE and reaction rate, Babikov et al. 4 A) . We note that in both cases the heavier diatom channel is preferred due to its lower ZPE. However, the ratio of the channel A rate to the channel B rate was found to be higher by a factor of about two compared to the experimental result (in the second case). They speculated that neglecting higher than zero J-states (angular momentum) in the calculation causes this discrepancy. In looking for a physical mechanism, they suggested that a second factor, namely a centrifugal barrier effect, would possibly come in to play with larger rotation (due to high J). Interestingly, this barrier works in an opposite direction to the ZPE effect. Since there is no calculation for the 17 16 O would acquire small mass independent enrichment at the expense of the asymmetric ones. With increase in temperature (or decrease in pressure) the rotations of molecules increase with corresponding increase in J and this effect may increase. This special effect acts in conjunction with the ZPE effect. Therefore, in this suggestion we have the possibility of acquiring minor amount of 17 O in the symmetric species at the expense of the much larger 17 O in the asymmetric species. Qualitatively, the ratio of symmetric 17 O to asymmetric 17 O may provide an insight in to the relative importance of the centrifugal barrier effect to that of the ZPE effect. While this speculation can explain the increase in symmetric 17 (Figure 4 ) can be explained if there is a process acting in association with the one considered in the HGM model which predicts that the isotopic anomaly resides only in the terminal position. We speculate that this deviation is probably due to conversion of asymmetric complex to symmetric complex due to rotation of the diatom in the loosely bound transition state of ozone, first introduced as a flip effect by Morgan and Bates 30 to explain the higher than expected rate constant ratio for the channel 16 16 O with rate 1.08 both of which are mainly end-on process. Janssen et al., however, think that the symmetric rate is slightly enhanced due to "contribution from dynamics which leaves the ad-atom in its end-on position, but mixes exit channels by allowing rotation of the original diatom in the energetic molecule." They did not calculate the exact magnitude of this enhancement but estimate the amount to be ∼0.03 surprisingly similar to the value found using the Kintecus model in the present case (see Sec. VII F and Table VI) .
The flip effect allows for conversion of asymmetric species to symmetric species. The reverse process should also be allowed (conversion of symmetric species to asymmetric ones) but that rate would be less. This can happen for both 18 O and 17 O species. The pattern of deviation discussed above requires that the flip effect should also be a function of pressure and temperature. As is well known, with increase in temperature both the enrichment and anomaly of ozone increase and therefore, a clear picture would emerge if the flip effect is discussed in terms of positional isotopic enrichment (i.e., in terms of δ 17 O and δ 18 O) and not anomaly only. However, for this we need to derive positional ozone enrichment (in both 17 O and 18 O) as a function of the bulk anomaly in ozone. As mentioned before, all our data relating the ozone reaction products involve an unknown amount of fractionation and therefore cannot be used directly to derive the positional enrichment.
We can, however, take recourse to the available spectroscopic data on isotopic enrichment (albeit with larger uncertainty) which does not have this limitation. The compilation by Janssen 16 is especially useful for this purpose. Based on the available TDLAS data on 18 O type ozone Janssen has
shown that the 18 O-enrichment in the base and the apex position of ozone can be expressed in terms of bulk enrichment (in ‰ notation) as Figure 5 ). For these values the ratio r 50 (indicative of asymmetric to symmetric ratio for 18 O type ozone) as defined earlier is less than the statistical ratio 2.0. The two curves cross each other at about 17 O(bulk)∼28‰ after which r 50 is more than 2.0 (see Table 1 18 O-species. This feature is a direct consequence of the departure from the 1.5 rule.
The flip effect can be considered as a leakage of heavy isotopes from asymmetric species to symmetric one. This leakage should be a function of temperature and must depend on the isotopic species. If asymmetric to symmetric leakage is lower for 18 O-species compared to the 17 O-species the 17 O (as) would decrease. To explain our observation in this context, we require that initially at low temperature (near about 100 K) leakage for 18 O-species is higher than that of 17 Ospecies and with increase in temperature the relative leakage reverses and becomes lower. As suggested by Morgan and Bates 30 the leakage is a function of ν(F)/ν(D) the frequency of diatom rotation and that of dissociation and this is expected to decrease with temperature. But the extent of decrease should depend inversely on mass of the heavy atom at the end.
X. CONCLUSION
The Hathorn-Gao-Marcus model of isotopic composition of ozone in gas phase reaction of oxygen atoms and molecules predicts that ozone would not only be enriched in heavy isotopes but also the enrichment would be anomalous in the sense that 17 O and 18 O species of ozone would have similar enrichment violating the mass dependent fractionation law encountered in many natural processes. There are symmetric (with heavy isotope at the apex position) and asymmetric (with heavy isotope at the base position) heavy ozone of both 17 4 by invoking effect of angular momentum states with J > 0 which initiates an extra barrier due to centrifugal effect and works in reverse direction to that of ZPE effect. However, this cannot explain the <28‰ results. The analysis of experimental data presented here shows that in ozone formation dynamics must play a role which modifies the stabilization behavior of ozone isotopic species. This result provides the first experimental confirmation that formation of ozone deviates from a purely statistical model (constrained by restrictions of symmetry) over certain P and T ranges. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS S.K.B. thanks Academia Sinica for providing Fellowship for the duration when the paper was completed.
